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MOT International is delighted to present the first solo exhibition of Susan Hiller in Belgium. Acclaimed as one of the most influential artists of her generation, Hiller has developed over the past forty years a practice that continuously questions belief systems and the production of meaning. Mining cultural artefacts whose potential has been previously hidden, forgotten or repressed, her work explores the liminality of irrational phenomena such as the practice of automatic writing, near-death experiences and collective encounters of unconscious, subconscious and paranormal activity.

Susan Hiller: Aspects of the Self 1972-1985 focuses on key pieces from the 70s and 80s, some already iconic such as the installations 10 Months and Monument (Foreign Version), and others rarely exhibited such as Bad Dreams. 10 Months (1977-79) consists of photographs taken by the artist of her body during pregnancy, arranged in 10 'lunar' months and accompanied by extracts from her journal entries. The work is the artist's personal investigation into metaphors for creativity ('pregnant with thought', 'giving birth to an idea' etc). The texts and methodical process of representation contrast with the landscape references of the images to destabilise traditional notions of pregnancy.

The early mixed-media installation Monument (Foreign Version) (1980-1) consists of 41 photographs, one for each year in the artist's life, depicting plaques from a public memorial that commemorates individuals who sacrificed their lives in heroic acts to save others. The accompanying soundtrack is narrated in English, French, German and, for the first time ever, in Dutch. Viewers may sit on the park bench in front of the photographs to listen to the soundtrack, therefore becoming part of the installation as seen by others.

Tiny self-portraits produced in automatic photo booths in the 70s are displayed alongside greatly-enlarged versions combined with Hiller's automatic writing. In Bad Dreams (1981-3), red velvet curtains open to reveal Photomat portraits and excerpts from the artist's personal dream diary. Articulating various modes of self-representation through a unique selection of works, Susan Hiller: Aspects of the Self 1972-1985 is a journey into one particularly fascinating facet of the work of this ground-breaking artist.
Susan Hiller was born in 1940 in the USA and has been based mainly in London since the early 1960s. Her career has been recognised by major survey exhibitions at the ICA, London (1986); ICA, Philadelphia (1998); Museu Serralves, Porto (2004); Castello di Rivoli, Turin (2006); Moderna Museet, Stockholm (2007); Kunst-Raum des Deutschen Bundestages, Berlin (2008); Kunsthalle Nürnberg, Nuremberg (2012) amongst others, and includes a major retrospective exhibition at Tate Britain, London (2011). Her work features in numerous international private and public collections including the Centre Pompidou, Paris; Ludwig Museum, Cologne; Museum of Modern Art, New York; Tate Gallery, London and the Centro de Arte Contemporanea Inhotim, Brazil.

Related event:

The exhibition is accompanied by a series of screenings of the artist's films *Resounding (infrared)* and *Resounding (ultraviolet)*, to take place on the 20th, 27th February and 5th March 2016 at the gallery’s Petit Sablon space in Brussels. Screenings begin on the hour between 2 and 6pm.

*Resounding (infrared)*, 2013
Recently described as 'cosmic story telling', the 30-minute video includes audio transcriptions of the big bang, pulsars and plasma waves; a morse code message from a lucid dreaming experiment; static interference from radio and television programmes containing traces of the big bang; and the voices of individuals describing their experiences of unexplained visual phenomena.

*Resounding (ultraviolet)*, 2014
Closely related to *Resounding (infrared)*, *Resounding (ultraviolet)* is a 30-minute video projection with a soundtrack featuring French and French-Canadian witness accounts of unexplained visual occurrences juxtaposed with audio transcriptions of cosmic phenomena and lucid dreaming.

For further information, please contact info@motinternational.com
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Elles, Centre Pompidou, Paris
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The World Question Center, Museum of Contemporary Art, Barcelona
The Quick and the Dead, Ivan Doherty Gallery, Sydney
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Magic Show, Arts Council touring exhibition
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The Last Silent Movie, Berlin Biennial 5, Neue National Galerie, Berlin
What Every Gardener Knows, Berlin Biennial 5, Skulpturenpark Berlin Centrum, Berlin
The hidden trace, Felix-Nussbaum-Haus, Osnabruck
Unreliable Witnesses, Tramway, Glasgow
Wild Signals, Württembergischer Kunstverein, Stuttgart
Translation Paradoxes and Misunderstandings, Shedhalle, Zurich
Wack! Art and the Feminist Revolution, MoMA/PS1, New York
Residents, L’Espace Electra, Paris
The Martian Museum of Terrestrial Art, Barbican Centre, London
Oggetti Smarriti (Lost & Found), Galleria Gentili, Prato
Les Rêves, Passage de Retz, Paris
Building Bridges, Modern Art Museum, Beijing
New Displays, Tate Modern, London
Hidden Narratives, Graves Gallery, Sheffield
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Garden Pleasures: The Garden in Art Österreichische, Galerie Belvedere, Vienna
Critically Correct, Givon Gallery, Tel Aviv
Now You See It, Hessell Museum, Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson
A Secret Service: Art, Compulsion, Concealment, De La Warr Pavilion, Bexhill; Whitworth Art Gallery, Manchester

2006
Forms of Classification: Alternative Knowledge and Contemporary Art, Ella Fontanels Cisneros Foundation, Miami
Sonic Presence, Kunsthalle, Bergen
A Secret Service: Art, Compulsion, Concealment, Hayward Gallery Touring Exhibition, Hatton Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne
The Signing, Keith Talent Gallery, London
Fast and Loose (My Dead Gallery), The Centre of Attention, London
This Land is Your Land, Kunsthalle Nürnberg: NGBK, Berlin
Sonambiente, Akademie der Kunst, Berlin
Art Unlimited, Basel Art Fair, Basel (juried selection)
Ghosting in the Dark, Arnolfini, Bristol
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Monuments for the USA, CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco; White Columns, New York
Itinarios del Sonida, Centro Cultural del Conde Duque/City of Madrid (commissioned audio installation), Madrid
Looking at Words, Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York
The Blur of the Otherworldly: Contemporary Art, Technology & the Paranormal, The Center for Art and Visual Culture, Baltimore
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Dream Extensions, Stedelijk Museum voor Actuele Kunst, Gent
Outside of a Dog, Baltic, Newcastle
Haunted Media, Site, Sheffield
Unframed, Standpoint Gallery, London
Art of the Garden, Tate Britain, London
European Perspective, Gross Leuthen Schloss
Artists’ Favourites, ICA, London

2003
A Bigger Splash: British Art from Tate 1960-2003, Pavilhao Lucas Nogueira Garcez-Oca, São Paulo
Apparition, Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge
Your Memorabilia, NICAF, Tokyo International Forum, Tokyo
Memory, British Museum, London
Taster, DAAD Galerie, Berlin
Science Fictions, Earl Lu Gallery at Lasalle-Sia College of the Arts, Singapore
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Twilight, Gimpel Fils Gallery, London
Arrangement, Rhodes & Mann Gallery, London
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Biennale of Sydney, Sydney
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Self-Evident, Tate Britain, London
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Intelligence, Tate Britain, London
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Strip, National Portrait Gallery, London
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Chora, 30 Underwood Street, London
Drawing Thinking, RHA Gallagher Gallery, Dublin
Sordide Sentimental, Holden Gallery, Manchester
Sublime: Darkness and Light, National Touring Exhibition, Arts Council of England
Dumbfounded, Battersea Arts Centre, London
E.S.P., Ikon Gallery, Birmingham (3-person)
Backspace, Matt's Gallery, London
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In Visible Light, Moderna Museet, Stockholm
Out of Actions, Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; MAK, Vienna
pure, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide
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Solo x 9: Artists in Clerkenwell, Berry House/Wigmore Gallery, London
Chemical Reactions, Harris Museum, Preston
The Shape of Light, Humberside Gallery, Yorkshire
Museum in Progress, Vienna

1997
Material Culture, Hayward Gallery, London
Collected, Photographers’ Gallery, London (solo installation at Hunterian Museum)
a little object, Centre for Freudian Analysis & Research (CFAR), London
History, Ferens Museum & Art Gallery, Kingston upon Hull (touring)
Irredeemable Skeletons, Shillam + Smith, London
The Inner Eye, Arts Council touring exhibition
New Displays, Tate Gallery, London
Itinerant Texts, Tramway, Glasgow; Camden Arts Centre, London; various venues in USA (touring)

1996
Now/Here, Louisiana Museum, Humlbak
The Sydney Biennale, Sydney
Styki, Foksal Gallery, Warsaw
Against: 30 Years of Film & Video, Anthony d’Offay Gallery, London
The Inner Eye, Arts Council touring exhibition
Inside the Visible, Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston; Museum of Women, Washington DC; Whitechapel Gallery, London

1995
Rites of Passage: Art for the end of the century, Tate Gallery, London
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Monochrome, Gimpel Fils, London
Selected Works, Tom Solomon Gallery, Los Angeles
Contemporary Art Society Selections, Butler Gallery, Kilkenny
Drawn Together: Works on Paper, Middlesborough Art Gallery, Middlesborough

1994
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The Reading Room, BookWorks, London; Glasgow; Oxford
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Declarations of War, Kettle’s Yard Gallery, Cambridge
Moving into View, Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank, London
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Boxes, England & Co., London; Castle Museum, Nottingham
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Speak, Randolph Street Gallery, Chicago
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A Shock to the System, Royal Festival Hall, London (touring)
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Lifelines: 4 British Artists, Tate Gallery, Liverpool
Now for the Future, Hayward Gallery, London
Great British Art, Maclellon Gallery, Glasgow
Ten Artists, Seibu Seison, Tokyo, Japan
New Urban Landscape, World Financial Centre, New York

1989
Towards a Bigger Picture, Part II, Tate Gallery, Liverpool
A New Language of Desire, University of Essex Gallery, Colchester
Americans Abroad, Smith’s Gallery, Covent Garden, London
Signs of Language, Harris Museum & Art Gallery, Preston
Faces of Britain 1949-1989, British Council tour to China
Lifelines: 4 British Artists, British Council/BASF Gallery, Ludwigshafen
They See God, Pat Hearn Gallery, New York
Through the Looking-Glass: 100 years of photography, Barbican Art Gallery, London (tours)
1988 100 Years of Art in Britain, Leeds City Museum and Art Gallery, centennial exhibition, Leeds
Britische Sich: Photografie aus England, Museum für Gestaltung, Zurich
New Urban Landscape, World Financial Center opening exhibition, New York
Through Children’s Eyes, Arts Council of Great Britain (touring)

1987
State of The Art, Institute of Contemporary Art, London (touring)
British Art: The Literate Link, Ashure/Faure Gallery, Los Angeles
New Works, Pat Hearn Gallery, New York
Current Affairs, Museum of Modern Art, Oxford; National Gallery, Prague; Zacheta, Warsaw; Mucsarnok, Budapest
Which Side of the Fence?, Imperial War Museum, London
Towards a Bigger Picture, Victoria & Albert Museum, London
Photomotion: A Contemporary Survey of Photobooth Art, Pyramids Art Center, New York
Current Affairs: British painting and Sculpture in the 1980s, Museum of Modern Art, Oxford

1986
Force of Circumstance, P.P.O.W. Gallery, New York
Hand Signals, Ikon Gallery, Birmingham (touring)
Fure, Victoria Miro Gallery, London
Contrariwise: Surrealism in Britain 1930-1986, Glynn Vivian Art Gallery, Swansea
The 4 Elements, Milton Keynes Exhibition Gallery, Milton Keynes (touring)
Between Identity and Politics, Gimpel Fils, London; Gimpel Weizenhoffer, New York
The Flower Show, Arts Council of Great Britain (touring)
Conceptual Clothing, Ikon Gallery, Birmingham (touring)

1985
Hand Signals, Ikon Gallery, Birmingham
The British Show, Visual Arts Board of Australia/British Council
Un Seul Visage, Centre National de la Photographie, Paris
Livres d’Artistes, Centre Georges Pompidou/Bibliothèque Publique d’Information, Paris
Kunst Mit Eigen-Sinn, Museum Moderner Kunst, Vienna
Irish Biannual Exhibition of Living Art, Hopstore, Dublin
Human Interest: Fifty Years of Art About People, Cornerhouse Gallery, Manchester
Facts about Psychic Television, Harbourfront Gallery, Toronto
The New Pluralism, Tate Gallery, London

1984
The Selector’s Show, Camerawork, London
Home & Abroad, Serpentine Gallery, London
New Media 2, Malmö Konsthall, Malmö
Sensations of Reading, Harbourfront Gallery, Toronto
The British Art Show, Arts Council of Great Britain quinquennial touring exhibition
Demarkations, Richard de Marco Gallery, Edinburgh Festival, Edinburgh
Strip Language, Gimpel Fils, London

1983
Photo(graphic) Vision, Winchester Gallery, Winchester College of Art
Private Lives, Arts Council of Great Britain touring exhibition
Place, Gimpel Fils, London
20 Artists: Printmaking, Royal College of Art/Barbican Art Gallery, London

1982
Sense and Sensibility in Feminist Art Practice, Midland Group Gallery, Nottingham
Visions of Disbelief, 4th Biennal of Sydney, Sydney
From the Traditional to the Avant-Garde, Rutgers University Gallery, New Jersey

1981
A Mansion of Many Chambers: Beauty and Other Works, Arts Council of Great Britain, London
Books by Artists, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa
Landscape: Ritual and Ephemeral Structures, Touchstone Gallery, New York
New Works of Art & Music, Graeme Murray/Fruitmarket, Edinburgh

1980
About Time: Video, Performance and Installation by 21 Women Artists, Institute of Contemporary Arts, London

1978
Hayward Annual ’78, Hayward Gallery, London

1977
Artists Books, Museum of Modern Art, New York
On Site, Arnolfini, Bristol
Kunstlerinnen International 1877-1977, Berlin and Frankfurt
Reflected Images, Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge
1976
*American Artists in Britain*, The University Gallery, Leeds
*Kunstlerinnen International 1877-1977*, NGBK, Berlin

1975
*The Video Show*, Serpentine Gallery, London
*From Britain '75*, Taidehall, Helsinki

1974
*Have Artists Discovered the Secrets of the Universe?*, Artists Meeting Place Gallery, London

1973
*Photography Into Art*, Camden Arts Centre, London (artist's entry under the pseudonym 'Ace Posible')
*Three Friends*, Gallery House, London (artist's entry under the pseudonym 'Ace Posible')